Govt. of NCT of Delhi
Directorate of Education
Establishment - II Branch Old Sectt., Delhi
Dated

F.No DE 2(8)(34)E-II/DR /PGT(Economics)/16/
ORDER

Cancellation of appointment/posting order to the post of PGT
(Economics) Post code (130/12)
Whereas, Harendra Yadav S/o Surya Bali Yadav (DOB-01/07/ 1986) (R.No.
28000207) had been nominated by DSSSB for the post of PGT (Economics) against post
code 130/12 vide letter No. F.1(158)/DSSSB-P&P/2012/ 770-72 dated 09/11/2016 result
notice No. 443 dated 17/10/2016 and accordingly an offer of appointment was issued vide
this office Memorandum of even No. dated 30/11/2016 for initial verification of documents.
Harendra Yadav (DOB-01/07/1986) (R.No. 28000207) had been appointed vide
2.
order of even no. dated 14/03/2017 and been given Emp. I.D 20170974 and posted in
GBSSS, Rani Bagh School ID. 1411016 with the direction to join latest by 12/04/2017.
Therefore, sufficient time and opportunity has been granted to Harendra Yadav
3.
(DOB-01/07/1986) (R.No. 28000207) to join his place of posting. But Harendra Yadav has
chosen not to join the post of PGT (Economics), it can be seen that Harendra Yadav is not
interested to accept the appointment/posting order.
4.
Further, DOPT Office Memorandum No. 35016/2/93-Estt.(D) dated 09/08/ 95
wherein para 2, the following has been mentioned "An offer of appointment should be
clearly specify the period after which the offer would lapse automatically if the candidate did
not join within the specified period. An offer of appointment would lapse automatically
after the expiry of six months from the date of issue of the original offer of
appointment."
5.
Therefore, in view of para.3 and DoPT OM dated 09.08.1995 the
appointment/posting order dated 14/03/2017 in respect of Harendra Yadav (DOB01/07/1986) (R.No. 28000207) is hereby cancelled and the dossier is returned to DSSSB.
6.

This issues with the prior approval of Competent Authority.

(VINOD KUMAR)
ASSTT. DIRECTOR EDUCATION (E-II)
F.No DE 2(8)(34)E-II/DR /PGT(Economics)/16/
Copy to

bc) ;

Dated (:)‘

iqF/

1. Dy. Secretary (P&P), DSSSB, with reference to vide letter No. F.1(158)/DSSSBP&P/2012/770-72 dated 09/11/2016 result notice No. 443 dated 17/10/2016 along
with dossier of Sh. Harendra Yadav (DOB-01/07/1986) (R.No. 28000207).
JD(IT) MIS, DoE, with the request to cancel the individual
appointment
order/extension order(s) in respect of Harendra Yadav (DOB-01/07/1986) (Emp.ID20170974).
3. Sh. Harendra Yadav, Village-Saray Bhadi Post Kharihani Distt-Azamgarh UP-276 04

(VINOD KUMAR)
ASSTT. DIRECTOR EDUCATION (E-II)

